A Photo Guide to

The BIRDS of
WESTERN SYDNEY

Introduced 'pests'?
The Common (formally Indian) Myna has adapted well to the habitat created
by urbanisation.The Rock Dove originally inhabited cliffs in Europe, and is now
a familiar site in many city centres due to its close relationship with humans.

Common Myna

Rock Dove

Since European settlement over 90% of western Sydney's bushland (known as
Cumberland Plain Woodland) has been cleared for timber and farming. Despite
this, urban development, introduced predators and other non-native plants
and animals continue to threaten the unique ecosystems found in fragmented
habitat remnants.
The birds featured in this guide are 81 relatively common species found in
Sydney, you can use it to tick off the boxes or create a backyard list. Once
you've seen all the birds in this leaflet (and probably many that aren'tl) you
may want to look for the other 365 species that occur in the Sydney region.
One way to 'tune in' is by listening the calls
you hear when you first wake up.This will give
you a good starting point, maybe pick out the
Monochromes, then get to know your local patch,
it's a lot of fun.You can always hone your skills
by joining a club, attending outings or assisting in
citizen science projects.
Copy, design and photography © Mark Fuller; e: avianation@outlookcom

Australian

Pied
Currawong

Raven

This intelligent and
adaptable bird is not
a crow, note 'beard-like'
throat hackles.
Australia has 2 crow
and 3 raven species.
Protracted wailing call.
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Magpie-lark
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Also known as a
peewee, due to its
loud, raucous call.
Females (foreground)
have different facial
markings to males.

Often called grass
parrots, the red rump
is not always visible,
females (background)
are plainer. Has a fast,
chirpy call.
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Black with white
on wings and rump,
more apparent in a
dipping flight. It has a
chiming, bell-like call.
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Willie Wagtail
A feisty little bird
with a big attitude,
it's in the eyebrows.
CalI can be a sweet
whistle or a scolding
chatter.
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39cm

Galah
Used to describe
people displaying
comical antics.
This pink and grey
cockatoo species is
a common sight on
suburban grasslands.
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is well-known, also
clacks and whoops.
The males is black,
females/young are
mottled/cream
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Brought from the UK
for its beautiful song.
heard in spring, other
times it is often a simple
high-pitched tweet.
0125cm
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This colourful lorikeet
has adapted well to
suburban parks and
gardens. Screechy call,
with a fast flight.
�30cm

Sulphur-crested

_ Cockatoo

An iconic bird with
a long yellow crest
and a loud squark
Also look for the
Yellow-tailed
Black-Cockatoo.
28cm

House
I Sparrow
Once very common,
this chirpy little bird
from the UK has been
subject to population
crashes in recent years.
15cm

42cm

Rainbow
Lorikeet

35cm

Blackbird

40cm

I Pacific Koel
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Eastern
Rosella

Extremely colourful,
- this beautiful rosella
has a soft piping call.
,, � The Crimson Rosella
is red with blue wings.
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A familiar suburban
bird, males may be
aggressive during the
breeding season.
Has a wide variety
of calls including a
liquidy warble.
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Magpie

Common

Starling
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Introduced from the
UK. Dark, metallic
sheen and spots, young
birds (inset) are plainer.
Wide vocal range ind
high-pitched clicks.
23cm
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